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ABSTRACT: (ENGLISH)

Over the past few months, the COVID-19 pandemic has caused a severe disruption to the global
supply chains, it has halted the economies and has challenged the environmental sustainability.
As decision-makers around the world are scrambling to respond to the coronavirus crisis and the
severe and potentially prolonged recession that follows, analysts have called on them to take
advantage of the opportunity to further their progress on climate change mitigation, which most
people agree is as significant a crisis as the coronavirus.
There is an increasing number of research being done to cope up with this unprecedented event
that the mankind has never faced before. In this thesis the I have drawn upon early research
performed on the crisis and sought to explain the methods and methodologies that have been
used, assessed, and evaluated by academics on the aim of presenting COVID-19 Impacts on
Global supply chains and its environmental implications by considering the time, status to date,
and present the findings that illustrate the problems, fill the gaps, and recognize potential
advances in future research agendas.
Keywords: Supply chain, Global Supply Chain, COVID-19, Supply Chain Disruption

VI

ABSTRACT: (ITALIAN)

Negli ultimi mesi, la pandemia COVID-19 ha causato una grave interruzione delle catene di
approvvigionamento globali, ha bloccato le economie e ha sfidato la sostenibilità ambientale.
Mentre i responsabili delle decisioni in tutto il mondo si stanno affrettando per rispondere alla
crisi del coronavirus e alla recessione grave e potenzialmente prolungata che segue, gli analisti li
hanno invitati a sfruttare l'opportunità per promuovere i loro progressi sulla mitigazione dei
cambiamenti climatici, che la maggior parte delle persone concorda è una crisi significativa come
il coronavirus.
C'è un numero crescente di ricerche in corso per studiare questo evento senza precedenti che
l'umanità non ha mai affrontato prima. In questa tesi l'autore attinge alle prime ricerche condotte
sulla crisi e cerca di spiegare i metodi e le metodologie che sono stati utilizzati, valutati e valutati
dagli accademici allo scopo di presentare gli impatti COVID-19 sulle catene di
approvvigionamento globali e le sue implicazioni ambientali considerando il tempo, lo stato
attuale e presentare i risultati che illustrano i problemi, colmano le lacune e riconoscono
potenziali progressi nelle future agende di ricerca.
Parole chiave: Supply chain, Global Supply Chain, COVID-19, Supply Chain Disruption
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
On 3 April 2020, the Director General of the WHO stated: [COVID-19] is much more than a health
crisis. We are all aware of the profound social and economic consequences of the pandemic
(WHO, 2020)”. Until January 2021, 95 million people are infected by the Corona Virus disease
(COVID-19) in which 2 million people are reported to be dead, affecting 213 countries and
territories worldwide. The initial onslaught of this virus was in China and then in EU countries
with Italy, Spain, and France hard hit in terms of death counts before it is found a new epicenter
to the United States (US) where the death tolls exceed a hundred thousand already. The virus is
now spreading at an alarming rate in Brazil and Russia and the South Asian countries. [19] As of
know there is no official vaccination available for this viral disease, though there is tremendous
amount of research being done on finding the vaccine for this. There has been some early
success, but none of these vaccines have been declared official cure by the authorities.
Over the past few months, the COVID-19 pandemic has caused severe disruption to the global
economy, supply chains, society and has significantly challenged the running of urban areas. [1]
This would in turn would cause significant changes to the supply chains, its operations, strategies
and bring significant changes to the environment sustainability of our globe. This thesis is being
written to understand the research being done on the topic of Covid-19 impact on the global
supply chains and its environmental implications.

1.2 Problem Definition and Objective of the Thesis
The COVID-19 Shows that the pandemics and epidemics can seriously cause damage to the global
supply chains and can bring the top-notch economies at their knees. Previously, significant
research has been done to gauge the effects of a pandemic on the supply chains and its
environmental implications. However, this is a new era with an unprecedented event that
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mankind has never faced before. Researchers are working day in and out to understand this novel
virus and its effect on the supply chains and the environment.
To progress in this direction, I present a systematic analysis of the impact of COVID-19 on the
global supply chains and its environmental implications guided by a systematic literature review
that collated a unique set of publications. The streamlining of literature will help to reveal several
new research topics and novel classifications.
Therefore, this systematic literature review seeks to explain the methods and methodologies that
academics have so far used, quantify, and assess their time and status of evolution to date, and
present the findings to recognize potential advances in future studies and aims to analyze the
following research questions.
•

RQ1: What are the early lessons learned from covid-19 impact on the supply chains and
environment.

•

RQ2: Identify possible future research agendas.

1.3 Structure of the thesis
The structure of the thesis is as followed. In the first chapter I will proceed with framing the
scenario and provide with a panoramic view of what is the objective of the thesis and questions
that it aims to answer.
In the second chapter, we will enter more into the specificity and will review and analyze the
available literature written on the topic at issue.
In the third- and fourth chapter I will go into the actual analysis: chapter third will be dedicated
to defining the methodology, which helped in carrying out analysis. while the fourth chapter will
show the analysis carried out, through graphs and the main results.
Finally, the chapter five in which I will discuss the results and the topics that emerged from the
analysis and highlight the various research agendas that can be carried out in the future.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Covid-19, A Humanitarian Crisis
A worldwide pandemic has long been expected by the experts through technical cadres to strain
the components of the global supply chains and demands, igniting a cross-border economic
catastrophe due to the increasingly interconnected world in which we now live. The developing
havoc caused by the pandemic, by all accounts, surpassed the forecasts in those
commentaries .[2] In history books all over the world, the date of November 17, 2019 will be
recorded. It was on that day that a 55-year-old man was infected with the SARS-CoV-2
coronavirus, described as patient '0'. There were already 60 patients by the end of December,
but the worst was to come a little later. The virus attacked the entire planet in just 5 months. By
the end of May 2020, more than 5 million people were still sick and there were over 328,000
recorded deaths due to infection. At present, there is no country where the virus can be managed
by the health care system because there is no effective cure for battling the infection yet,
although an effective vaccine might not be effectively available until next year for methodological
reasons for laboratory testing. Isolation from the world in which there may be other individuals
is the only successful defense against infection. This is what has happened: those who can work
remotely, work from home, those who cannot do so with personal protective equipment, like a
whole host of programs that take care of our safety and health (PPE)[3] To minimize the risk of
exposure to SARS-CoV-2, organizational prevention and protection strategies have been
developed and implemented.[4] Some firms have stopped their activities. Some divisions of the
economy is going bankrupt or could go bankrupt in the near future; there is a downturn in the
entire tourism and hotel market, land and air transport.[5]
At the end of March, just at the beginning of the pandemic, stock markets across the world hit
levels not seen for 30 years, with the Wall Street main index losing over 12 percent on March 17
alone. The crisis has placed 38.6 million Americans in line for benefits. one in five people has lost
their jobs. Unemployment in the U.S. was 14% at the end of April. And it could be much higher.
According to the latest U-Cov unemployment rate, Reuters released Federal Reserve FED
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estimates on May 5, its value exceeds 30%. The economic condition is similar or barely better all
over the world, where COVID-19 emerged, as this is the coronavirus' social name declared by the
World Health Organization. There is no such dramatic desolation of the labor markets in
individual countries in the European results. The unemployment rate is largely below 10%, with
Spain leading by 14%. [20]. However, the readings come from March, when the spread of the
disease was just developing. In the entire European Union, GDP is forecast to fall to -7.7%. In the
first half of 2020, the U.S. economy shrank by 5.0% year-on-year and the Chinese economy by
6.8%.[21] The scale of the decline in several selected European countries in
relation to the previous year 2019 is shown in the Figure (1) below. [22]

Figure 1: Real Gross Domestic Product of Selected EU Countries
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2.2 A Brief History of Globalization
Globalization has a long history, beginning with the Silk Roads (1st century B.C.-5th century A.D.
and 13-14 centuries).1 When Chinese products first reached Rome, the first Silk Road marked the
introduction of trade over long distances. The protection by strong world powers of these trade
routes was an essential feature. The first Silk Road came after the Islamic tradesmen, the Spice
Routes (7th-15th), who went as far as Indonesia. Global trade (with large volumes of trade) really
started in the so-called age of' discovery' by Europeans (in the 15th-18th centuries) according to
[23] when trade became truly global. Still, because trade was mainly between European empires
and their colonies, this could not properly be called globalization. In the first industrial revolution
in the UK, when Britain made products (e.g. iron and textiles) for which there was global demand,
the first true wave of globalization took place. Moreover, massive investments were made. To
facilitate trade, made in various locations around the world (e.g. the Suez Canal, and a massive
expansion of the railways). {23] argues that the USA's hegemony led to the second wave of
globalization after the Second World War. After the fall of the Iron Curtain and the creation of
the WTO, the world then arrived at what is called the third wave of globalization. World exports
increased to 25% of the world's GDP during this time. This has benefited most of the global
population during this time. “more people than ever before belong to the global middle class,
and hundreds of millions achieved that status by participating in the global economy” [23].
The current period has been referred to as globalization 4.0, a world dominated by China and the
US. E-commerce and digital content are the core features. Nevertheless, the negative aspects of
globalization are being increasingly known, and deforestation and pollution are two of the major
environmental issues. [24]. Moreover, growing awareness of rising inequality both across and
within countries is now being raised and there is a belief that mass immigration can have a
negative effect on indigenous communities. Once we consider both the 'sending' and the
'receiving' countries, one may also question if immigration has a positive or negative impact
overall. We have also entered in an era where trade wars and increased protectionism, guided,
in part, by the US, are once again seen.
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Withdrawing from the international arena more and more. Since the previous waves prevailed
by virtue of the help provided to them by the current world power at that time, such geo-political
posturing may pose a problem for globalization.

2.3 Rethinking Globalization Versus‑Deglobalization
Rethinking globalization takes place on many fora nowadays. Although normally economists do
not agree, there is much agreement now. Almost all economists acknowledge that there are both
positive and negative effects of globalization, but also think that the present era is the right
moment to take proper action. [6] One exception is [25] who sees Covid-19 as the third major
blow to globalization after the 2008 crisis and the US-China trade war and who concludes: “Wave
goodbye to the greatest era of globalization- and worry about what is going to take place”. There
are also suggestions that, coupled with significant urban sprawl, the current approach to
international trade and increasing urbanization has increased the chances of a communicable
disease like Covid-19 arriving on the world scene [26].
In addition, climate change is estimated to increase the likelihood of more of these
communicable diseases spreading around the planet [27] If, with climate change, the probability
of a communicable disease increases, then this is an indirect effect that needs to be considered.
This can be modelled through a stochastic method, where.
Climate change is driven with increase in carbon emissions, which then increases the likelihood
of infectious diseases. This, in turn, has an additional development impact. This would combine
the optimal control of a communicable disease with future research along these lines.
[28], with integrated models of evaluation [29].
An additional possibility is to model infectious diseases as a random, endogenous shock. One
could model this in the form of an endogenous discount rate [30]
The participants, including Dani Rodrik, are generally not in favor of erecting barriers to trade as
a solution in this crisis in a discussion of the risks of deglobalization [31]and argue that it would
cause a serious loss of welfare that would hit the developing world. At the same time, all
participants in the discussion emphasize the necessity for cooperation and illustrate this by
pointing to, among other things, climate change and sustainability. At the same time, the need
for collaboration is stressed by all the participants in the discussion and highlighted by referring,
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among other things, to climate change and sustainability. [31]. In an interview with AFP Gopinath
argues that “The system is not perfect Going backwards is not a good strategy for growth and not
a good strategy for alleviating poverty around the world” Her predecessor at IMF Maurice
Obstfeld (on VOA news) (on VOA news) argues that the crisis would not necessarily hamper
globalization, since companies will want to minimize risks of local crises by spreading their
operations more equally across the globe.[32] Nevertheless, there is also widespread consensus
that it seems unavoidable that countries would need to create continuity and resilience in certain
strategic sectors, especially the health sector.
The rise in certain inequalities that have resulted from the opening of countries to trade, capital
flows and the free movement of labor is one of the main drawbacks associated with globalization
and the increasing interconnectedness of economies. We go into these problems briefly because
they are also relevant to our field.[6]
A characteristic of globalization is the growing interdependence between economies. For
example, firms can sell their final products in many markets, with these final products also
consisting of parts and intermediate inputs that may have been produced in other countries and
sourced from many different sectors. In a world where there are no great shocks or sudden policy
changes, the increased interconnectedness poses no problems. However, the world is not free
from such events.[6] Referring to the Covid-19 crisis, EU president Von der Leyen said in her
address to the European Parliament of April 16 2020: “Investing in large scale renovation,
renewables, clean transport, sustainable food and nature restoration will be even more
important than before. This is not only good for our economies, it is not only good for our
environment, but it reduces dependency by shortening and diversifying supply chains”. Similarly,
the French president, Emmanuel Macron, has argued for a strengthening of French and European
“economic sovereignty” by investing at home in the high tech and medical sectors. [33] mentions
a variety of challenges to globalization and supply chains in a report on the rethinking of
globalized supply chains, including China's 2010 export quotas for rare earth elements, Japan's
2011 earthquake, and the ongoing US-China trade war. [34]
The question emerges as to what effects the crisis of COVID-19 would have in this regard. As
indicated by his contribution title, Shih recommends rethinking supply chains. Where suppliers
to a business are based in the same geographical area, businesses may consider adopting a
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greater degree of regionalization. The creation of so-called second sources of additional
safety stocks can also be given further consideration. He also supports rethinking the industrial
size as well as the mix of manufactured goods. [33]
Sforza and Steininger (2020) who study a large model with 44 countries and 56 sectors, are
carrying out a first quantitative study of the potential disruption due to coronavirus and show
that the Covid-19 shock implies a drastic reduction of income in all countries and in all sectors.
Global linkages play a crucial role here. [ 35]. Müller-Fürstenberger and Schumacher (2017) point
to another issue, namely the consequences of capital mobility. Although these publications do
not specifically address environmental issues there are obvious lessons to learn for
environmental economists. The reduction in income and production, and the possible
reallocation of production because of deglobalization, will have significant environmental effects
at a global scale that are potentially positive and negative. Hence, an important research question
is how to model and calculate these effects. [36] We also note [37], who claims that in relation
to supply chains, the Covid-19 epidemic should help us rethink the values of globalization. She
points to the fact that globalization has arisen in a world of corporate monopolies and without
adequate control to disrupt main markets, such as the health sector. She mentions that large
numbers of medicines, such as penicillin and paracetamol, are now only produced in one or two
countries. Returning to globalization induced inequality. Increased international trade
necessarily leads to winners and losers, not only across the countries participating in trade, but
also within countries.[6] Piketty’s publications have made this perfectly clear. Piketty has also put
forward: “Why didn’t democracy reduce inequality? Well, in my view probably because you have
multi-dimensional inequality structures, in particular globalization and migration on one hand,
and educational expansion on the other hand. They have created new multidimensional conflicts
about inequality.[38] Moreover, it is well known that the poor suffer from pollution, which means
rising inequalities in the environment [39]. The similarity between the globalization losers and
the likely losers of Covid-19 and those most adversely impacted by climate change is that the
poor and marginalized are likely to be the most affected. In both cases, international cooperation
is needed but in the case of climate change, appears further away than ever.[7]
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2.4 Supply Chain a Brief background
First, I would like to discuss about some basic concept of supply chain before moving on.
Business in which supply chain is a core, requires the analysis of each component if they are
efficiently optimized or not. In such uncertain environment companies ranging from banking
sectors to pharmaceutical industry are looking for cost cutting activities by maintaining or
increasing quality standards of their product and services. They are using different techniques
such as automation, collaboration and information sharing in value stream, just in time inventory,
offshoring, outsourcing and performance measurement system.
Moreover, overall group of economic agents such as trader, consumer, legal entities, and
everyone along value chain that directly contributes to final products are referred to term supply
chain.

“Thus, the chain encompasses the complete sequence of operations which, starting from the
raw material, or an intermediate product, finishes downstream, after several stages of
transformation or increases in value, at one or several final products at the level of the
consumer” [40]

Companies are growing and their production process at different stages in value chain are spread
out across different continents, trade blocs and countries. So, distinct locations where value
added activities are performed, make a supply chain process from scratch (raw material) to
finished goods by delivering final product or services to final customer [41].Better technologies
available in different regions & access for competence development, increase in competition,
bargaining power of buyers, reduced entry barriers, business & market expansion, risk balancing
for business portfolio, search for efficiency and effectiveness & positioning benefits are the main
rationale behind fragmentation of production stages around the globe. Moreover, selection of
foreign direct investments (FDI’s), outsourcing and offshoring depends on firm’s long-term goals
based on their globalization strategies if firms are pursuing effectiveness or efficiency.
In detail, it has been observed that firms tend to keep their production facilities in low wage
countries and more strategic functions are kept in countries where skilled workforce is available.
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Author is referring R&D, marketing, finance & management as a strategic function. For instance,
more production units are installed in China, India, Brazil, Bangladesh & Poland due to less labor
cost while activities related to R&D, innovation & designs are kept in USA or other countries
where skilled workforce is available to be competitive in market. In case of positioning benefit, is
not solely based on profitability but the presence of firms in certain countries brings reputation
to another level, for instance presence of Samsung in USA is important for overall image of firm
by serving niche markets with high service level and to bring innovation excellence with the help
of skilled workforce as already mentioned above.
Moreover, internal markets are saturating to firms are looking for larger markets to intensify the
revenue streams for instance a lot of firms belongs to Nordics and DACH regions in EU are
international i.e., Philips is international born. For efficiency, Companies extend beyond to
national boarder for economies of scales as it helps to reduce the unitary production cost,
moreover, benefits also can be attained with the help of economies of scope by sharing resources
in case of production lines for internally homogeneous product while in transportation and
distribution for multiple markets.
Despite of having such advantages mentioned above there are also some risks associated to
globalization. Currently the supply chains are facing immense pressure due to the disruption
caused by the COVID-19. Costs are increasing day by day due to high delivery and inventory costs
incurred since lead times are more due to large distance from production facilities to the final
customers. Wages are rising as labor cost in china is getting increased day by day. In case of
outsourcing & offshoring transactional costs are getting increased as well. Loss of control leading
towards less flexibility in case of outsourcing. Moreover, delayed deliveries from outsource
suppliers are root cause of penalties. Now a day, firms need to be compliant with sustainability
KPI’s not only for focal company but also responsible for upstream and downstream entities and
there is cost associated to it in case of violation. Sustainability KPI’s entails economic,
environmental & social parameters. For instance, Nike’s supplier was accused of child labor in
1996 which overall demolished the image of firm. Culture barrier, investment of time in building
relationship with the outsource provider, information asymmetries could be problematic for
focal firm.
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2.5 Global Emissions amid COVID-19
The pandemic and lockdown policies not only affect production activities and people’s lifestyles
but also lead to substantial changes in energy consumption and CO2 emissions. For example,
global energy demand fell by 3.8% in the first quarter of 2020, compared with the previous year
[42, Global energy review]
and industrial coal demand dropped by 8% due to a decrease in electricity needs [43], even
though there was an increase in residential electricity demand.[44] Although there was a lack of
official statistics on energy consumption and economic output, several studies have provided a
range of estimates on global emission decline. For example, [45] estimated a decrease of fossil
fuel-related emissions by 5.8% in the first quarter of 2020. They calculated the emissions
inventories of countries based on activity data from power generation (for 29 countries), industry
(for 73 countries), road transportation (for 406 cities), aviation and maritime transport and
commercial and residential sectors (for 206 countries). [46] estimated a decline of 17% (or 17
million tons) in daily emissions for early April 2020 based on the extent of confinement for
different countries. The International Energy Agency (IEA) projected a decline of global CO2
emissions by 8% (or 2.6 Gt) in 2020, which led the CO2 emissions level back to 10 years ago.
However, the impacts of COVID-19 and recovery plans on global emissions is not settled. There
may be several waves of the pandemic in the future, which is predicted potentially to last until
2024, and thus prolonged or intermittent social distancing are likely to be continued at least until
2022 [47]. Global supply chains have been seriously affected and the global economy may face a
long-term recession even after the pandemic, with profound impacts on associated emissions.
Lessons from history show, for example in a study on 15 major pandemics since the fourteenth
century, that there are often significant macroeconomic after-effects of pandemics [48] Over
recent decades, rapid globalization has connected producers and consumers around the globe.
Even though the China–US trade conflict has led to a deceleration of globalization since 2018 and
COVID-19 further impacted global supply chains, the world is still connected via a highly
interdependent production system and Only the time will reveal the future of globalized supply
chains and the environmental impact.
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3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Systematic Literature review:
I will first try to define the methodology that is being used in this thesis.

“Systematic Literature Review is an efficient technique for hypothesis testing, for summarizing
the results of existing studies, and for assessing consistency among previous studies; these
tasks are clearly not unique to medicine.” [8]

SLR study helps to put literature work in context of research and can help describe relationship
of each work with that of another work under consideration. Helps to interpret the previous work
in a novel way and present them in an order to identify the trends, to develop future areas of
research development in that specific field.
The SLR has been successfully used in the SC subject recently. [9] That is eloquent proof that the
SLR is considered a comprehensive tool for conducting literature reviews due to its systematic
methodology. At the first stage of our approach. We thus defined the scope and objectivity to
have reliability in the whole process. The research protocols are defined as followed.

3.1.1 Data collection and dataset construction
3.1.1.1 Inclusion / exclusion criteria
The first step was to decide the platform that will be used for the sake of its bibliographic
research. Scopus.com portal was used for the course of this thesis as it offers a complete access
to all sorts of data bases to the Politecnico students. A platform that collects summaries and
citations for the articles in research publications. By using the platform’s search feature one can
easily skim through from within the title of the article, keywords, abstracts, by source, by author
and by many other elements.
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First, I proceeded with defining the search protocols and understanding of how the platform
search protocols worked. As stated earlier it was in my interest to get complete understanding
of the research protocols. For which various keywords were written in the search column and
achieved the results. For the sake of understanding I wrote the following search protocols Supply
Chain which showed results of up to (412,000) then utilizing the features of the platform it was
decided to use inverted comas and search again using this method “Supply chain” and then it
showed result of (297,000). A key understanding here is that in the former the platform search
with the articles, abstract, titles etc. the words supply and chain. They can be in any order possible
so you one can understand that how misleading the results can be while in the latter case
platform searches for the words Supply chain together, that explains why there were fewer and
more precise results.

First, it was decided to search for the articles written on the Covid-19. Which was defined as
“COVID-19” and it showed up a result of up to 112,705 (Includes Articles, Press Articles, Editorials,
Reviews, Book Chapters) Looking at the results which were quite a lot and did not make any sense
for the sake of the analysis. I then proceeded with the insertion of another feature “AND” which
makes the search protocols further tight and returns more accurate results. “AND” enables the
platform to search for all those documents which falls into the protocol for example by writing
“COVID” and “Supply Chain” it will give results of all the documents which will discuss both the
COVID-19 and supply chain at the same time. So, this time it was decided to proceed with the
following keywords “COVID” AND “COVID-19” AND “Supply Chain*”.

The insertion of * enables the system to search for terms supply chain and supply chains at the
same time. It makes the search a little flexible and wide. This time it returned a result of (2215)
(Includes Articles, Press Articles, Editorials, Reviews, Book Chapters). However, since the topic of
the thesis included looking at the environmental impact as well. It was decided to search again
but this time included “COVID” OR “COVID-19” AND “Supply Chain*” and “Environment*” and
“Environmental Impact*”. For the sake of authenticity document and source type were limited
to journal. The language of the article was set as English. A list of total 106 articles were displayed.
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The table (1) Explains the research Protocols that are used.

Research protocol

Detailed description

Research database:

Scopus Database

Publication type:

Peer-review journals (indexed by Scopus)

Language:

Only papers written in English

Date range:

2020-2021

Search fields:

Titles, abstracts, and keywords

Search terms: applied in Titles ("COVID" OR "COVID-19" and "SUPPLY CHAIN*" AND
in Scopus Database and Titles, "ENVIRONMENT*" AND "ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT*")
abstracts and keywords
Inclusion Criteria

Papers that presented COVID-19, supply chain and
environmental Impact

Exclusion Criteria

Paper that involved the discussion without the protagonist
of the COVID/SC and Environment

Data Extraction

Used Scopus Built in feature for data extraction

Table 1: Research Protocols
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At this step, it was decided to download the list of these articles, thanks to the feature Scopus it
was possible to get the bibliographic information of the articles.

This list of the articles was a little short to be considered for an early assessment, so, I decided to
use another approach which is widely used in the literature review is called ‘Snow balling” which
is defined as

“The snowball method is a way of finding literature by using a key document on your subject as
a starting point. Consult the bibliography in the key document (book or journal article) to find
other relevant titles on your subject “[49]
So, I dug deep into the articles that were already in the list downloaded from Scopus and
started skimming through the bibliography of the articles. Overall, looked at the titles of 80
articles which were selected from the bibliography.

. Initially articles were assessed by looking through the title and abstracts. Even though filters
were carefully used to narrow down the margins and bring more relatable articles it was assessed
that out of 106 articles of the SCOPUS list 66 were found to be out of the scope of the assessment
as they were not covering the topic at all. That brought the numbers down to the 40.
From the other list that was made from the “Snowball” method 80 articles titles and abstracts
were initially assessed and 60 were found to be out of the scope of the study that brought the
number of articles down to 40. The figure (2) illustrates the initial inclusion and exclusion of the
articles1.

Note that search was specifically designed considering two aspects, i.e. (i) focus on COVID-19 and supply chains
(ii) Environmental impact of COVID-19 on Supply chains (i.e., it should be evident that it explicitly deals with an
epidemic and SC issues; for example, the papers that just mention epidemics as a possible risk were not considered
1
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Figure 2: Systemic Selection of Articles
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3.1.2. Article Analysis
The Fundamental step to be able to proceed in the bibliographic research was that all the articles
would be read carefully, and the observation of the trends and methodological characteristics
would be noted.
Considering the 60 articles which were selected after the initial screening. The 40 articles from
the Scopus list were read thoroughly considering all the aspects of the scope of the thesis.
10 articles were found to be erroneously entered into the list despite careful consideration that
was put at the initial stages of the search. Bringing the number down to 30.
~From the list of 30 articles 2 were eliminated because they just touched the subject rather
discussed it. So, it brought the list down to 28 articles.
~The other list from the snowball was carefully considered and after reading the articles 10 were
found to be out of the context of the scope of the thesis thus bring the number down to 10.
~Quality Assessment of the articles further reduced 3 articles thus bringing the number down to
7.
In the end a list of total 35 articles were considered for the final assessment. The Figure (3)
visually represent the evaluation of the articles.
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Figure 3: Final Article Selection
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3.1.3 Overview
To carry out the analysis of the articles, an excel was structured as shown in the appendix. The
table is structured as follow. Each article is listed on the row and the subsequent columns
highlight a series of characteristics of the articles that were deducted after carefully reading of
the articles. It will help the to categorize and index each single article, the list below explains the
methodology.
1 Title: the title of the article has been listed down
2 Year and month of the publication. Since Covid-19 is a new topic so it was decided to add
the month of the publication (available online)
3 Author: List of all the authors who contributed to the work.
4

Journal: Listed down the journals who published the articles.

5

Study Methodology
a. if the mode of the study is Quantitative, Wrote quantitative.
b. If the mode of the study is Qualitative, wrote qualitative.
c. Study Method, according to the main study method mentioned or used by the authors
in the papers.

6

Technology that is being used for the scope of application otherwise It has been left with
N/A.

7

Industrial Sector: Type of Industrial sector being studied, otherwise N/A.

8

Scope of the application: Discussed the application level of the study, it could be
strategical, tactical or operation. Respective columns are filled or left empty otherwise.

9

Model Under Study
a. Predictive
b. Descriptive
c. Predictive and descriptive in case the article is covering both.

10.

Short Term vs Long term
If the study is predominantly for short term horizon or for long run or for both.

11

Subtopics
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List of the subtopics which author found were interesting and could lead to a future
research agenda, it is to be noted that these subtopics were deducted after careful vetting of the
articles.
12

Authors Affiliation
First Author Affiliated country was mentioned to understand which country is dominating

in terms of the research work being done on the given topic.
13. Findings of the paper
A description of the result(s) obtained from the study of the respective article.
14. Authors keywords

3.1.4 Use of DATA SET
once the reading of each article was and we had done the cataloging according to the
characteristics we had moved on the “Use phase” of the previously constructed data. This
enabled to study the current state of the study and the analyze the data.
The most and the immediate method of the analysis was to create the visual graphs directly on
the Microsoft excel. Firstly, available data had to be fined tune in the data source to make it more
presentable and to make it easier for the analysis. It was decided to use the data set as the sheet
form rather converting it into a table form because table format makes the working slow.
It was decided to use the Microsoft excel pivot table which is a built-in feature of the platform. It
offers a variety of the analysis with simple and easier user interface.
Decision to use Excel pivot table was formed based on. My previous familiarity with and easier
to use interface. Also, for the matter of modifying the data and easily refresh the graphs in the
pivot table. Once the pivot tables are formed the graph data cannot be upgraded using the pivot
table chart. One must go to the source file to make the changes if needed and then subsequently
refresh the content on the pivot table sheet.
Creation of the charts is very easy. You need to select the data that you want to work on and put
it in the filter section and form the charts using the pivot analyze tab. Once the chart has been
formed it can easily be fine-tuned as per the liking of the user.
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4: Results

4.1 Descriptive Analysis:
4.1.1. Overview:
The first step of the descriptive analysis as presented in the table in the appendix was to highlight
the number of articles treated by the analysis methodology.
Looking at the figure (4) it can be deduced that the out of 35 articles were selected for the
purpose of the analysis for this thesis. 19 articles deal with the quantitative and 16 articles use
the qualitative

Analysis Methodology

20

19

18
16
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Qualitative

Quantitative

Total
Figure 4: Analysis Methodology

Methodology. So, one can say that the researchers are more inclined towards the quantitative
analysis of the situation.
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The next step was to go and measure the incidence of the different study methods on the total
of papers.
A Pie chart is being used here to present the study methods accurately in the figure (5). From the
figure (5) the most used method is the literature review which tops at 43% of the entire articles
that were considered for the sake of the research of this thesis. It is to be noted that these
literature reviews were comprised of the various studies being done on the novel corona virus
and its effect on the supply chains and the environment.

Systematic
Literature Review
9%
Survey
8%

Study Method
Case Study
3%
Emiprical Research
14%
Case Study
Emiprical Research

Simulation Based
Model
6%

Literature Review
Model Based Analysis

Simulation Based Model
Survey
Systematic Literature
Review

Model Based
Analysis
17%

Literature Review
43%

Figure 5: Study Method
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It is second by the model-based analysis which takes 17% of the whole chunk and subsequently
empirical research which stands at 14%. The subsequent study methods as highlighted in the
figure (6) which take less than 10% each of the pie are systematic literature review, survey,
simulation based, case study.

Model under study
18

17

16

14

13

12
10
8
6

5

4
2
0
Descriptive

Predictive

Predictive and Descriptive

Total
Figure 6: Model Under Study

From the figure () it emerges that most of the studies that are being done on the subjected topic
is descriptive study which is being done in total 17 of the articles studied in the research. 13
papers used the predictive approach in the articles. It is to be noted that some of the papers
discussed both predictive and descriptive approach. These papers explicitly talked about the
current situation and the future situation as per the understanding of the authors.
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An interesting fact emerges from the following graph that there is obviously a correlation
between the study methodology and the used approach as highlighted in figure (7) and figure().
More studies are based on the quantitative studies which are backed by the fact that major
studies are done using descriptive approach.

Study Time Horizon
14
13
12
12
10
10

8

6

4

2

0
Long Term

Short and Long Term

Short Term

Total

Figure 7: Study Time Horizon

An interesting analysis was to look at the fact that what kind of time horizons the researchers are
considering while studying the topic. The figure () presents the following data. From the figure it
can be noted that most of the researchers are not targeting one specific period and they are
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predicting and analyzing the situation for both and short terms. For this reason, out of 35 articles
13 articles discuss both terms. While 12 articles discuss the short-term situation. In total only 10
articles discussed the long-term horizon.

4.2 Content Analysis.
Another interesting insight that was decided to look at was to study the countries which are doing
most of the research on the subjected topic. The analysis looks at the author’s affiliated institute
country origin. For this purpose, I have decided to look at it in two different ways. The first step
was to look at the countries of the first author’s affiliation. First authors are those that were
leading the research and have been listed on top on the author’s list in the research papers. It is
to be noted that at times there were more than 1 authors in the research paper. Secondly, it was
decided to also look at the other researchers who are also involved in the research paper and
their contribution to the research makes it worth it to consider them for the analysis as well.

USA tops the list of the countries which is doing the most research on this topic. It is intuitive that
the most badly effected countries with a greater number of effected people than the rest of the
world is emphasizing most on the research of this virus. taking the lead in the research on the
topic. Out of 35 articles only 2 articles presented the first author’s affiliation with the chine.
Second to USA on the list are Australia, India, and UK. Which stand at 3 articles by each country.
Remaining countries on the list are Italy, Poland, Japan etc. which have 1 articles contribution per
country. Figure (8) demonstrates the list.
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First Author affiliated Country
USA

5

Australia

3

Czech
Republic

3

UK

3

India

3

France

2

China

2

Ireland

2

Sweden

1

Canada

1

Spain

1

Greece

1

Poland

1

Austria

1

Netherlands

1

Germany

1

Japan

1

Ukrain

1

Italy

1

Indonesia

1
0

1

2

3

Figure 8: First Author Affiliated Country

4

5

6
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Looking at the bigger picture the results are quite striking and different. In terms of the lead
researchers India is on top of the table followed by UK, USA, China, and Australia. Articles that
have been studied. From the list of chosen 35 articles, India has 16 authors contributing to
subjected topic. UK is slightly below the par with 14 researchers working on the topic.
INDIA
UK
USA
CHINA
AUSTRALIA
IRELAND
FRANCE
AUSTRIA
NETHERLANDS
SINGAPORE
CZECHREPUBLIC
ITALY
SAUDIAARABIA
SWEDEN
INDONESIA
SPAIN
JAPAN
CANADA
UAE
GERMANY
PHILIPPINES
GREECE
BANGLADESH
IRAN
POLAND
MALAYSIA
UKRAIN
NIGERIA
PERU

16
14
12
11
10

6
6
5
4
4
4
4

3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

Figure 9: All Authors Affiliated Countries

USA is third on the leader board with a total of 12 researchers contributing to this topic. Figure
(9) illustrates the list of the countries.
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4.2.1. Keywords:
The following table (2) a list of the keywords frequently used in the research articles that the
author studied. These keywords are extensively given by the authors in the research papers. The
most used keywords are the Covid-19, supply chain, sustainability, environmental protection etc.
Covid-19 is the most used keyword which has been used by the authors 15 times and second to
that is supply chain which is used in total 5 times. These keywords can give interesting insight
into the emerging future topics that will be discussed in the future research agenda section. In
total 117 keywords were used in all the articles studied.

Key words
covid-19
supply chain
sustainability
coronavirus
circular economy
ppe
climate change
supply chain resilience
sars-cov-2
pandemic
carbon pricing
waste management
sustainable development
environmental protection
life cycle assessment
green economy
personal protective equipment (ppes)
wildlife markets
short food supply chain
covid-19 fighting measures
migration
covid-19 pandemic
recycling
covid-19 waste
sustainable construction
crisis capitalism
limits to growth

Rep
15
5
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Key words
environmental economics
coronavirus (covid-19)
environmental footprints
land use
environmental footprints reduction
bats
carbon tax
local food systems
environmental sustainability
material flow
epidemic outbreak
municipal solid waste
face coverings
new indicators of wealth
financial crisis
pandemic plan
first nations
personal protective eq
food safety
plastic waste
food supply chain
bibliometric analysis
food waste
public health
fragmentation
recession
g20 economies

Rep
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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criticality
clean energy
deforestation
ppes decontamination
deglobalisation
risk management
digital twin
solid waste management
disease
virus detection
disinfection
landfill
disruption response
lockdown
drought
neoliberalism
dynamic waste management
pathogen spillover
economic
plastic waste footprint
economic crisis
public housing
economic development
resilience
economic shock
scenario analysis
economic value
single-use plastics (sups)
emissions trading
comparison study
energy consumption
sustainable plastic waste management

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

research agenda
gas emissions
reuse
gender
climate policy
global circular economy
ship recycling
globalization
simulation
youth
social-ecological transformation
zoonoses
clusters
green recovery
cooperation
green stimulus
biomedical waste
green transition
swab tests
greenhouse
visualization software
health equity
welfare payments
incineration
agriculture
international cooperation
after lockdown
green new deal
Grand Total

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
155
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I decided to look at the industry sectors that the articles were talking about. This data has been
deduced after carefully reading all the articles. Some articles explicitly talked about an industry
sector while some articles talked about multiple industrial sectors. In that case It was decided to
make another column specifying multiple industries sector. There were some articles which did
not specify any industrial sector. The articles were dominated by the food supply chain and
second to that is Medical sector. Figure (10) illustrates the industrial sectors highlighted In the
papers.

Industrial Sector
Not specified

9

Food

7

Medical

6

Multiple industrial sectors

4

Household

2

Power

2

Waste Management

1

Services

1

Manufacturing

1

Transportion

1

Construction

1
0

1

2

3

4

Figure 10: Industrial Sector
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4.2.2 Publications By journal
The figure (11) shows the number of the papers published by each journal. The journal devoted
to the environmental protection topped the chart. Science of the total environment and
environmental and resource economics published 6 articles each. Resources,

Our SLR analysis discovered that there are limited number of research papers written on the topic
of covid-19 impact on the global supply chains and its environmental implications. Thus, it is
evident that more publications are needed by these journals.

The Top journals with regular publications on these topics are environmental and resource
economics, Science of total environment, Resource conservation and recycling, Sustainability
(Switzerland). These articles comprised on the 57% of the articles written on this topic. Given
that this is a very new topic, and it is still in the developing phase and constantly changing over
time. It is expected that more and more studies would be done on this topic and in future more
journals would be able to match up with these top journals. Figure (11) illustrates the journals.
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Journal
Science of the Total Environment

6

Environmental and Resource Economics

6

Resources, Conservation and Recycling

5

Sustainability (Switzerland)

3

The Economic and Labour Relations Review

1

Journal of Business Research

1

Sustainable Production and Consumption

1

Transportation Research Part E

1

Sustainable Cities and Society

1

Trends in Food Science and Technology

1

PLOS ONE

1

Nature Human Behaviour

1

Nature Climate Change

1

Routledge Taylor & Francis Group

1

Frontiers in Nutrition

1

Environment, Development and Sustainability

1

energy international journal elsevier

1

Climate Policy

1

Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews

1

Figure 11: Journal
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Another interesting study that was to understand the scope of the application of the research
articles. A list was prepared of the application scope. Some articles presented more than one
application area, but it was decided to use the one that perfectly fit the content of the research
papers. It came with no surprise that the list was topped by the Environmental protection
management, which was used 6 times in the articles. Second to that was supply chain
management which was used 4 times in the research papers. In the third place we have

Scope of application
Environmental Protection

6

Supply Chain Management

4

Environment policies

2

Waste Management

2

Food Supply Chain…
Supply Chain Risk Management

2
1

Environmental Regulations

1

Supply Chain Resilience

1

Environmental Impact

1

Supply chain Managemet

1

Environmental pollution

1

Supply chain Management

1

Sustainable Socities

1

Supply chain disruption

1

Environmental Protection

1

Socio-economic Impact of…

1

Environmental Impact of COVID

1

Food waste management…

1

Environmental Footprint…

1

Environmental economics

1

Energy Management

1

End of Life Cycle

1

Food Supply Chain

1

Food Security

1
0

Figure
1 12: Scope2of Application
3

4

5

6

7
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environmental policies and waste management. Figure (12) illustrates the list of application
scope.
The figure (13) presents the insight of the technology that been used for the purpose of the
research analysis in the articles. It is obvious from the table that this graph does not give any
trend of the technology that has been considered by the researchers but still interesting to know
the use of it in research.

Technology
30
27
25

20

15

10

4

5

1

1

1

1

Software

Web Services

0
Cloud Computing

Data Analytics

Data Base

N/A

Figure 13: Technology

27 articles did not use or refer any technology, while 4 articles used data analytics. Cloud
computing, software application, webservices and data base were used or refer once.
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4.3 Chronological Analysis
The third part of observation of the results focuses on evolution time of the concepts with which
the literature under analysis was described and developed in order like the one just illustrated.
It is to be noted from the figure that the Covid-19 was first reported in December and the earliest
research result that could be found from the data base is published and available online in March.
In the first two months of 2020 there was no publication done on the topic of Environmental
impact of covid-19 on global SC. This is intuitive as there was limited or no data present at that
time. Figure (14) illustrates the articles per month.
The graph seems to be going steadily up before taking a dip and then rose once again at the end
of the year 2020.

No. of articles per month
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Figure 14: No. of Articles per month
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The number of research articles written on this subject more than doubles in next few months.
The Peak was achieved in the month of June and July. The graph seems to have dip in the month
of oct which could be of various reasons. One might say that during last quarter of 2020 research
related to COVID-19 became very well-known and for that reason the publication of the articles
was slowed because of the backlog. From November onwards the trend starts going up and it is
expected that 2021 will be great year for the researchers as data related to covid-19 will be more
accurate and widely available.

The figure (15) Shows the trend of the analysis methodology over the year 2020 and 2021. It
testifies the growth of both of the methodology over the period. The early research articles talked
about quantitative analysis; with the coming months the study also incorporated the qualitative
analysis as well. Overall, the quantitative analysis has dominated the research articles.
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Figure 15: Temporal Analysis Methodology
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The figure (16) shows the trend of the study type evolvement over the period. One trend that
can be deduced from this graph is that the study type is dominated by the literature review.
Which has been done 14 times out of 35 articles that the author has considered for the purpose
of analysis. Literature review comprised of the topics studied on the previous epidemics and their
impact on the environment and the SC. It should be noted that the second to literature review
the study was based on the empirical research where the authors quantified the impact. It can
be said that the study type is quite open yet and it can go in either of the direction in the future.
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Figure 16: Temporal Study Type
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The Figure (17) illustrates the trend of the study analysis over the period. Study is dominated by
the descriptive analysis which presents what has happened already. Instead, the predictive study
which predicts the future of the studied subject is less studied. It is hard to find a general trend
in the study on where the study analysis is leading. As all the study types have a steady growth
over the period. It is intuitive that with the passage of time the more accurate data and statistics
will be available which will lead to more descriptive approach. While the understanding of the

Predictive and Descriptive
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situation will also be enhanced which will lead to better prediction by the researchers. Hence it
can go in both ways.
The figure (18) illustrates the trend analysis of the study time horizon over the period. The study
is dominated by the articles which discussed both short- and long-term time horizon. At
beginning of the year more research where focused towards long term and bot short and long
term. But from June and onwards the researchers also started considering the short-term
horizon. The reason for that could be because initially the data related to the impact of covid-19
was not available, so the researchers used more literature to map the impact of the epidemic
using the previous studies but with the progression more and more data started adding up and
made it possible to monitor the short-term impact as well. Which is also evident from the trend
as the year came to an end research was dominated by the short-term time horizon.
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5. DISCUSSION

5.1. Main Topics and interpretation
Based on the analysis carried out and the results presented in the previous chapter it is decided
to discuss the topics emerged from the analysis of the articles. One significant topic was what
could be the future of global supply chains and its impact on the environment?
The emergence of China and its unprecedented economic growth, calculated in traditional GDP
terms, has been a significant cause of environmental harm to the atmosphere and biodiversity
over the last thirty years, both directly and indirectly.[8] China now burns half the world’s coal
[50] It has caused significant impact to the environment.

Most of this emission has been related to the manufacturing of goods for consumption by other
nations, especially the US and EU countries, which make up a large share of the world's GDP.
There has been much discussion about the Chinese development paradigm, but at its early heart
was the export of fossil and energy-intensive goods.[1 pan et al] The corollary of this was the
relative decrease in domestic production of steel, fertilizers, petrochemicals, aluminum and even
cement (the major five traded carbon-intensive goods) in the US and in particular in the EU,
partially supplanted by Chinese exports.[8] In other words, in China, all of this waste has been for
the benefit of customers in the US and EU.
This causal link has been masked using territorial carbon output measures for the climate change
goals and painted an unduly rosy image of EU attempts to minimize pollution, while at the same
time increasing global warming by increasing carbon emissions in China and hence the relentless
growth in the concentration of carbon in the atmosphere. The supply of large quantities of cheap
and compliant labor migrating from the countryside to the cities, and the ability to extract a
substantial savings surplus from them, which the Chinese state then recycled for investment, are
a key reason why China has succeeded in gaining export markets in the past. US and European
companies have been encouraged by cheap labor to outsource production to China and then
import the products back into their home markets. This has been the case for a wide range of
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products, from mobile phones to clothes and shoes. The result was the globalization of
manufacturing and the widening of supply chains. The fragility of some of these, and the extent
to which the US and the EU are dependent on everything from face masks and medical
equipment to communication technologies, has been highlighted by the coronavirus. Some
commentators argue that, since environmental standards are higher in the US and Europe in
general, the coronavirus will encourage a retreat to a greater emphasis on national production
and domestic security of supply, which will in turn reduce pollution from shipping and aviation
and reduce global pollution, and coal is a much smaller proportion of energy inputs for this
production.[8]
It assumes that globalization has been bad for the environment, that compared to globalization,
deglobalization will improve environmental outcomes. Again, the counter-factual concerns are
what the contribution of the virus will be: the rise of world trade has already stalled in 2019 [51]
and the introduction of new technology is expected to have further slowed it down. Robots
replace cheap labor; they replace skilled labor. They do not sleep or need reimbursement for
welfare, and do not catch coronavirus. Economic development, with robotics and 3D printing
playing facilitating positions, will decouple from the paradigm that depends on finding output
close to cheap input costs as opposed to close to consumers. [52]
You ought to disaggregate the arguments. First, there is the general issue of the relation between
globalization in general and the consequences of the climate. Second, the question is whether
the experience of the virus contributes to stronger deglobalization. Thirdly, there is a particular
concern as to whether the protection of supply of higher domestic demand is often good for the
climate.
The two environment-specific characteristics of the general partnership are: environmental
emissions associated with shipping and aviation (including infrastructure funding, port services
and on-land transport, extra passenger travel to handle global shipping and aviation), The supply
chains and the increased tourism arising from the globalized development of China); And the
disparity in the composition of the input component (in particular coal and fertilizers) for output
in China as opposed to for production in the importing region.[8]
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An additional beneficial environmental effect of a more national approach to trading is that a
drive towards the incorporation of environmental costs and border carbon adjustment could be
promoted. Before the pandemic, the European Commission had already suggested such a
measure [ 53] European Commission 2019]. It is distorting trade not to involve carbon and other
environmental costs in trade, and this is nowhere clearer, more than for carbon, where higher
carbon prices in Europe have given imports from China an additional distorting competitive edge
[76]. It could be that if China is put on a fair footing, the US would consider returning to a global
carbon system. This was Obama's requirement, and the unfair nature of the commitments has
been a major factor in the reluctance of the US Senate to ratify the Kyoto Protocol and its tacit
ratification. Veto on the negotiation of subsequent multinational treaties on environment.[8]
The opportunity presented by the pandemic to argue against trade and for greater national
security of supplies has not been lost on lobbyists, and in particular farming groups. The
coronavirus arose in the context of the trade war between the US and China, and trade
negotiation between the EU and the US, the UK and the EU, and UK and the US. Resilience of
supply chains is, however, not the same thing as food self-sufficiency, and the lockdown
experience in the UK has been much more concentrated on food supply and logistics rather than
food production. The case for a carbon border tax is that it removes distortion to trade; the case
for enhanced agricultural production subsidies is about rent capture and the protection of vested
interests. The former improves environmental outcomes; the latter typically does not.[8]

5.2 Demand and supply of PPEs during the pandemic
In addition to frontline health staff, the human-to-human nature of coronavirus transmission
includes the obligatory use of plastic-based PPEs for average people to shield themselves against
viral infection. The COVID-19 pandemic has since resulted in a skyrocketing Demand for critical
PPE kits, which shows a massive increase in demand In the processing and sale of plastic all over
the world. [54] To deal with the viral infection in the current pandemic,
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the WHO has projected a monthly demand of 89 million of facial masks, 76million of gloves,
30million of gowns, and 1.6million of goggles along with 2.9 million of hand sanitizers as a part
of safety measures for frontline health workers [55].
In addition, a monthly rise of 40 percent in the supply chain of numerous medical protection
items worldwide during the pandemic has been estimated by the WHO. Similarly, the CAGR to
produce PPEs is expected to display a rise of about 20% between 2020 and 2025. [56] The
monthly consumption of facial masks and medical gloves has been reported to be around 129
billion and 65 billion, respectively, for 7.8 billion populations across the globe. [9] The daily use
of medical kits has reached a remarkable level, according to the World Economic Forum (WEF),
also in areas with comparatively minor reported cases of COVID-19 in the UK. For instance, during
February 2020, in the UK, about 39,500 facial masks, 11,500 medical gloves, 1500 gowns, and
4200 filtering facepiece respiratory masks (FFP3) were used in the UK [55]. In addition, the
expected demand in the UK is between 10 and 16 million PPEs per day, considering the
government's existing supply of 14 million PPEs per day [57]. The Freedonia Group, a leading USbased market research company, has predicted that the existing demand for face shields during
the pandemic will rise by about 312 percent [58].
At the same time, in countries like China with such a large population, demand for medical gloves
is projected to grow by 12.5 percent in 2020, as per the forecast [57].In China alone, the
production of facemasks rose in February 2020 to 116 million, which was 12 times greater than
the previous month, i.e., January 2020.[10]. Given that China's total population is over 1.4 billion,
the difference between increasing demand and related supply during the pandemic has been
reported to be significant.[58] This pattern is no exception in other nations, where the increase
in the number of cases of coronavirus, along with growing safety consciousness, has spurred the
growth in demand for PPEs.[11]
Table(3) gives the breakdown of plastic-based PPEs demand and usage during the COVID-19
pandemic in various countries [11]
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Table 2: Demand and Usage of plastic based PPEs during COVID-19 pandemic in various countries
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5.3 Healthcare supply chains and its environmental footprint
Healthcare systems have been under the most unprecedented pressure in the crisis of COVID-19.
There had been a struggle in term of PPE and medical supply as well as the bed capacity. For
example, Northern Italy, the European Union (EU) resourced health system, was reported to
approach its breaking point. [59]. Hospital is regarded as one of the building sectors with high
energy consumption [12] It was estimated that the healthcare industry accounted for 4.4% of
global net GHG emissions.[60] and received considerable attention to shrink the carbon
emissions even before the COVID-19 crisis. The high energy intensity is mainly contributed by the
constant need for power supply, medical equipment usage, requirements for air quality
(ventilation) and disease control. Several studies suggested that energy consumption.
is ranging from 8.9 to 17 MWh/bed depending on the hospital size according to the annual
consumption.

By

considering

the

consumption

by

activities,

it

represents

0.20

MWh/hospitalization stay, 1.60 MWh/surgery and 0.07 MWh/emergency action. [13] It is
expected that the energy usage and environmental footprint (vast use of resources) of the
hospital are increased in this period. The rate of hospitalization and ICU admission were
estimated to be 20.7 to 31.4%, and 4.9 to 11.5% of the reported cases.[14] By considering
34.25% (26.05% + 8.2%) of hospitalization stay and 22.2 M reported cases globally, the rough
estimation shows that the energy consumption is 99 TWH (22.2 M X 0.345 X 12.95 MWh/bed),
equivalent to 356 PJ, still depending on the number of stays.[14] Top emergency measures, such
as the construction of new temporary hospital facilities, have not been included, however the
construction requires significant electricity usage and release of pollution.[14]
Figure (19) summarizes the potential increase in environmental footprints related to healthcare
SC. The increased demand for electricity, food packaging and disinfectants is caused by the rise
in hospitalization, work changes and hygiene requirements.[15] Due to the infectivity of SARSCoV-2 triggering COVID-19, massive testing (viral or antibody tests) are needed to diagnose and
recognize the outbreak of the disease.[61] The tests carried out are as high as 390 M by extracting
data from the countries recorded in Worldometer [62] (by 18 August 2020). The viral testing,
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either molecular test, e.g., RT-PCS or antigen tests [63] is with an embodied environmental
footprint, including from intranational or international transporting. The global trade network

Figure 19: Environmenatal Footprint

and disruption of PPE supply chain have been discussed by the Asian Development Bank
(ADB).[64 48,ADB] It should be remembered that, depending on the case, the energy use and
environmental impact of the transport industry may be very different. For e.g., ships (~0.1-1.9
MJ/tkm [65] are used in a typical scenario. However, in the emergency, plane (~8.2-26 MJ/ tkm
[65] is a better option even the cost and emission are higher, with an average of 17.1 times
increases in energy consumption. The utilization of test kits is also associated with the
consumption of resources, e.g., swabs, bottle/vials (plastic), chemical reagents, where proper
waste treatment and disposal are required to minimize the environmental footprint.[16]

The estimated demand and energy consumption of PPE and test kits are summarized in table
(4)
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Table 3: The PPE Demand and Energy Consumption

Notes2.
The largest proportion of materials for the PPE are plastics [69]. A part of the energy can be
recovered, and the footprint can be mitigated if being treated appropriately. This aftermath of
COVID-19, in consumption and waste management, has been still developing and is yet to be
evaluated and dealt with as it is not a direct impact which could be quantified in a short run.[16]

2

a [66]., b [67] , c [17], d [16] , e [62], f [18], g [68].
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5.4 The reversal of single use plastics bans (SUPs) and its Impact on the plastic SC
and environment
Plastic has been considered one of the key factors of environmental pollution because of its
inability to decay. A rough estimation is that it takes almost 450 years for the plastic to fully
decompose. Having said that it is important to know that the plastic that was produced on the
very first day of its invention is still present somewhere on our planet and it will take centuries
until it is fully decomposed. One of the most worrisome issue that has emerged from this
pandemic is that the long battle that was fought to reduce the production and consumption of
single use plastic has been reversed. Many countries had put bans on the SUPs but during COVID19 times they had temporarily lifted the ban amidst the concerns of cross contamination by
reusing the plastic bags and containers. [11] Earlier in 2020 USA was planning to ban the usage
of plastic straws, takeout containers, citizens were advised to carry their own reusable bags in an
effort to combat the pollution caused by the SUPs. [18] For example, as of May 2020, a potential
state-wide ban on plastic bags in New York will be put on hold. More recently, the ban on plastic
bags has been suspended by states such as California and Oregon, while Connecticut, Delaware,
Hawaii, New Jersey, New Mexico, Oregon, Washington, etc. have stopped or postponed bans on
SUP goods. [70] On the other hand, Massachusetts and New Hampshire have strongly
discouraged the use of reusable plastic bags by reintroducing SUP products in anticipation of
coronavirus transmission [71] Despite the ban on disposable plastic bags enforced earlier this
year (January 2020) to cut Thailand's plastic waste production,
The nation is now seeing a 30 percent rise in its SUP output. [72]. In addition, the trade group
European Plastics Converters (EuPC) has called on the EU regulatory agencies to repeal the ban
levied on a collection of SUP products in the Member States of the European Union due to the
COVID-19 pandemic [73].
The drastic decrease in the cost of plastic manufacturing due to the plummeting oil prices
because of the reduced transportation has led to an increase in the production of the plastic thus
disrupting the upstream supply chain. [74]
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This has resulted in manufacturing companies deciding between plastic recycling and plastic
production, and in the current scenario, the latter has emerged as an economically viable choice
over the former. Because of this, the industrial sectors are returning to Produce fresh virgin
plastic, contributing more to the excessive growth trend of plastic and the mismanaged
generation of plastic waste with a reduced recycling rate of plastic. In South-East Asian countries,
for example, a major decrease in demand in the range of 30-40 percent for recycled plastics has
been recorded due to declining oil prices during the pandemic [75] In addition, more and more
incremental improvements in the use of plastic items, such as replacing reusable bags with SUP
bags as a precautionary step, the use of disposable wipes for disinfection, and much of the time
carrying hand sanitizer bottles, are some of the severe reactions that exaggerating plastic
output.[9] Consequently, the increased use of SUPs at the time of the pandemic led to a
significant rise in plastic usage. As developed countries were struggling hard to handle their
plastic waste even before the COVID-19 pandemic, Amore's serious challenge is now visible
worldwide. In the sense of expanded plastic waste production since the pandemic, the relaxation
or postponement of bans on SUPs and unprecedented use of PPEs have raised more rigid
problems in terms of successful waste management.[11]

5.5 Research Gaps and Future Developments
Covid19 is a new topic and its impact on Global supply chains and environment needs to be
studied thoroughly. As predicted this research work study has its limitation and it will take some
time to understand the full extent of the impact of this novel corona virus. One of the main
limitations of this study is the lack of sufficient research articles available on this topic. Though
the research is being done on the supply chains effects but there exists a lack of holistic study.
After reviewing, reading more than 100 articles only 35 articles qualified for the analysis. This
indicates the lack of research available on one subject. For this reason, for the future research
agenda A bigger data would be suggested for the scope of research that would enable more
accurate research work. The second limitation of the research work was the lack of statistical
data availability which made it difficult to dig deep and discuss in depth the actual impact on the
environment. It will take a few years to understand the full extent of the damage. Third, query
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used to search the keywords on the databases could be a barrier in exploring other SC-related
themes. In the future, additional studies could adopt and extend our protocol for much better
results.

All the articles critically were reviewed critically, and it was decided to extract key topics from
each article that can become a possible future research agenda. These articles were put under
the subtopics heading on the excel file. I have formed a list of all the subtopics that were deemed
could become future research topics. Table (5) gives the list of all the subtopics.

Topic
environmental footprint of covid-19
carbon pricing amid covid
environmental sustainability amid covid-19
food safety
circular economy
global circular economy
covid-19 impact on the energy demand
positive environmental impact of covid-19
environmental impact of ppe's usage
covid-19 impact international on cooperation
zero waste masterplan
sustainable inclusive growth and a green economy
demad-supply mismatch in covid-19 times
new generation supply chain
disease control measures
spill over effect
economical impact of covid-19
theory of planned behaviour
change in consumption habits due to covid-19
negative environmental implications of covid-19
covid-19 impact on the developing countries
opec nations income loss
ppe cradle to grave anlysis
risk of infectious disease transfer from indirect interaction with wildlife
precautionary measures to avoid corona transfer from food supply chain
climate change
short term environmental impact of covid
fiscal stimuli on global emissions amid covid

Count
5
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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sustainable construction
food purchasing behaviour amid covid-19
sustainable supply chain challenges
compound natural and human disasters: drought and covid-19
waste recycling services amid covid
food safety regulations
long term environmental impact of covid
food waste depending on the socio demographic
negative macroeconomic impact of covid-19
future of the global economy
normative activation model
g20 economies
policies for mitigating the coronavirus pandemic
pricing reforms and public spendings for post covid-19 policies
positive impact of covid on green house emissions
public health policy choices
ppe recycling amid covid-19
recycling and sorting in covid-19 times
construction impact on the environment
re-shaping supply chian
public perception of environment regulations
green stimulus policy amid covid-19
reprocessing of ppe's amid covid-19
household energy consumption amid covid-19
rethinking globalization and deglobalization
impact on agri-food supply chains
ship recycling amid covid-19
increase in emissions from fiscal counter measures
social-ecological challenges in the wake of covid-19
international cooperation for environmental protection
supply chains deglobalization
inventory managemnt
sustainable food supply chains
is robust and localized supply chain solution of solid waste management at the time of
pandemic
sustainable solution for ppe amid covid
just in time approach and its shortcomings in liu of covid-19
the biophysical basis of an economy
lca of ppe
waste management
life cycle assessment of food supply chain
wildlife market supply chain
local food supply chain
alternative material selection for conventional ppe's

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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long term economic impact of covid
Grand Total

1
93

This list illustrates the possible future research topics, it would be interesting to research on the
carbon pricing strategies of the global economies in the years to come. Research on the food safety
could become another agenda for the researchers, also the circular economy could become
another topic. The main objective here is to give a list of these topics to the target audience who
can then proceed to choose any of these research topics and present valuable contribution to the
cause.
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6. CONCLUSION
The covid-19 outbreak shows that the pandemic can seriously cause a wreak to global supply
chains and it can have significant impact on the environment. In this study, I have presented a
systematic literature review analysis of the epidemic outbreaks impacts on the supply chains and
environment by using Scopus data base and presented a unique taxonomy which enabled to help
find the answers, what are the early lessons learned from covid-19 impact on the supply chains
and environment and proposed the future research topics that would not have been possible
otherwise.
In terms of the findings and contributions this study has put an effort to put together all the
literature published on the title of this thesis/ in a way that can be used to understand the kind
of work being done on this topic. The global supply chains have been disrupted specially the
supply chains of plastics and PPE’s which has seen a supply and demand mismatch. The COVID19 pandemic resulted in a skyrocketing Demand for critical PPE kits, which shows a massive
increase in demand in the processing and sale of plastic all over the world. In addition, a monthly
rise of 40 percent in the supply chain of numerous medical protection items worldwide during
the pandemic has been estimated by the WHO. Energy demand by health sector has skyrocketed.
This increase in the demand of Plastic which is a cancer for the sustainability of the environment
will have a long-lasting impact and it will take years until its true effects will unfold.

As anticipated this study harbors a few limitations. The query used to search the keywords on
the databases could be a barrier in exploring other SC-related themes. In the future, additional
studies could adopt and extend our protocol for much better results. In addition, this work has
been limited by the scarcity of research about the effects of Covid-19 on supply chains and
environment. Only 35 research papers were found to fully meet our research protocol.
Considering these limitations author has proposed a list of research topics deduced from the
analysis of the articles. These topics can serve as a base for the future research considerations.
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